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LANGUAGE ARTS – GR.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

The Student:
Reads to determine
meaning and makes
logical inferences

- Identifies story elements
across texts
- Summarizes texts
accurately
- Draws logical inferences

- Identifies story elements
across texts. Summarizes texts
accurately
- Draws logical inferences
- Determines theme and
analyzes its development
- Identifies and understands
figurative language

- Identifies story elements
across texts. Summarizes texts
accurately
- Draws logical inferences
- Determines theme and
analyzes its development
- Identifies and understands
figurative language
- Compares and contrasts a
variety of texts

Uses text evidence to
support response

- Cites two pieces of
appropriate text evidence
to support opinion

- Cites two or more
appropriate pieces of text
evidence and explains
connection between evidence
and claim

- Cites two or more detailed
and appropriate pieces of text
evidence, explains
connections between
evidence and claim, and
compares evidence across
texts

Produces clear and
organized writing
appropriate to task

- Introduces topic clearly
- Develops topic with
relevant details and
examples
- Uses appropriate
transitions

- Introduces topic clearly
- Develops topic with relevant
details and examples
- Uses appropriate transitions
and conclusions
- Organizes reasons and
evidence logically
- Progresses through the
writing process

Uses appropriate grammar
and usage

- Identifies and corrects
mistakes found with
mechanics, usage, and
grammar

- Corrects mistakes found with
mechanics, usage, and
grammar with increasing
independence

Communicates and
collaborates effectively in
literary discussions

- Prepares for and engages
effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions on
topics, texts, and issues
- Uses text evidence when
supporting ideas

- Prepares for and engages
effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions on
topics, texts, and issues,
building on others’ ideas and
expressing their own clearly
- Uses text evidence when
supporting ideas

- Introduces topic clearly
- Develops topic with relevant
details and examples
- Uses appropriate transitions
and conclusions
- Organizes reasons and
evidence logically
- Uses narrative techniques
and descriptive language
- Progresses through the
writing process with
increasing independence
- Demonstrates command of
the conventions of standard
English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling
when writing
- Prepares for and engages
effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions on
topics, texts, and issues,
building on others’ ideas and
expressing their own clearly
- Uses text evidence when
supporting ideas
- Stamina for discussion
increases over time
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LANGUAGE ARTS – GR.8

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

The Student:
Reads to determine
meaning and makes
logical inferences

- Identifies story
elements across texts
- Summarizes texts
accurately
- Draws logical
inferences
- Identifies and
understands figurative
language and theme
- Compares and
contrasts across texts

- Identifies story elements
across texts
- Summarizes texts
accurately
- Draws logical inferences
- Determines theme and
analyzes its development
- Identifies and understands
figurative language, mood,
and tone
- Compares and contrasts
across text

- Identifies story elements across
texts
- Summarizes texts accurately
- Draws logical inferences
- Determines theme and analyzes
its development
- Identifies and understands
figurative language, mood, and
tone
- Compares and contrasts across
texts
- Analyzes structures of text and
different points of view

Uses text evidence to
support response

- Cites three detailed
and appropriate pieces
of text evidence and
explains connections
between evidence and
claim

- Cites three detailed and
appropriate pieces of text
evidence, explains
connections between
evidence and claim, and
compares evidence across
texts

- Cites three detailed and
appropriate pieces of text
evidence, explains connections
between evidence and claim, and
compares evidence across texts
- Analyze evidence and determine
how it impacts the story, including
characters

Produces clear and
organized writing
appropriate to task

- Uses narrative
techniques and
descriptive language
- Uses varied vocabulary
and descriptive language
- Demonstrates audience
awareness
- Progresses through the
writing process with
increasing independence

- Introduces topic clearly
- Develops topic with
relevant details and
examples
- Uses appropriate
transitions and conclusions
- Organizes reasons and
evidence logically
- Demonstrates audience
awareness
- Progresses through the
writing process
independently

- Follows the research process
- Introduces topic clearly
- Develops topic with relevant
details and examples
- Uses appropriate transitions and
conclusions
- Organizes reasons and evidence
logically
- Demonstrates audience
awareness
- Progresses through the writing
process independently

Uses appropriate
grammar and usage

- Corrects mistakes
found with mechanics,
usage, and grammar
with teacher and peer
support
- Prepares for and
engages effectively in a
range of collaborative
discussions on topics,
texts, and issues,
building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own
clearly
- Uses text evidence
when supporting ideas
- Stamina for discussion
increases over time

- Corrects mistakes found
with mechanics, usage, and
grammar with increasing
independence

- Demonstrates command of the
conventions of standard English
capitalization, punctuation, and
spelling when writing

- Prepares for and engages
effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions on
topics, texts, and issues,
building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own
clearly
- Uses text evidence when
supporting ideas
- Stamina for discussion
increases over time
- Acknowledges new
information presented by
others

- Prepares for and engages
effectively in a range of
collaborative discussions on
topics, texts, and issues, building
on others’ ideas and expressing
their own clearly
- Stamina for discussion increases
over time
- Acknowledges new information
presented by others
- Poses questions that connect the
ideas of several speakers and
responds to others’ ideas

Communicates and
collabor ates in effectively
in literary discussions
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MATHEMATICS – Gr.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

The student:

Explains and writes
mathematically with
precision

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is
supported with detail
(examples, models,
etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary
appropriately

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

- States ideas
generalizations that are well
developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

Represents and solves
problems

- Uses variables to
represent quantities in
a real-world or
mathematical problem
- Reasons about and
solves one-variable
equations. (Both one
and two step
equations)

- Solves problems involving
angle measure
- Solves problems involving
area. (Triangles and
quadrilaterals)

- Solves real-world and
mathematical problems
involving the four
operations with rational
numbers
- Reasons about and solves
one-variable equations and
inequalities. (Including
integers)

Understands and uses
computational skills
and strategies

- Computes fluently
with decimal numbers.
(Add, subtract, multiply
and divide)
- Computes fluently
with fractions and
mixed numbers. (Add,
subtract, multiply and
divide)

- Converts numbers
between forms as
appropriate. (Fractions,
decimals, and percents)

- Knows and applies
appropriate formulas to find
volume and surface area of
two- and three-dimensional
objects

Represents, analyzes
and interprets data

- Finds the mean,
median, mode and
range for a set of data
- Determines if the
mean, median or mode
best summarizes a set
of data

- Analyzes and represents
proportional relationships
between quantities. (Use of
tables)

- Develops, uses, and
evaluates probability
models

Fundamentals of Pre-Algebra
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MATHEMATICS – GR.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

The student:

Explains and writes
mathematically with
precision

- States ideas/
generalizations
that are well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

Represents and solves
problems

- Uses variables to
represent quantities in a
real-world or
mathematical problem
- Reasons about and
solves one-variable
equations and
inequalities. (One and
two-step, including
integers)

- Represents proportional
relationships between
quantities
- Understands the
connections between
proportional relationships,
lines, and linear equations.
(Graphs linear equations)

- Solves problems
involving area. (Polygons
and Circles, Regular and
Irregular)

Understands and uses
computational skills
and strategies

- Computes fluently with
integers. (Add, Subtract,
Multiply, and Divide)

- Computes fluently with
fractions and mixed
numbers. (Add, subtract,
multiply and divide)
- Converts numbers
between forms as
appropriate. (Fractions,
decimals, and percents)

- Understands radicals
and integer exponents
- Knows and applies
appropriate formulas to
find volume and surface
area of two- and threedimensional objects

Represents, analyzes
and interprets data

- Finds the mean,
median, mode and range
for a set of data
- Determines if the mean,
median or mode best
summarizes a set of data

- Understands that the
probability of a chance
event is a number between
0 and 1 that expresses the
likelihood of the event
occurring

- Finds probabilities of
compound events.
(organized lists, tables,
tree diagrams, and
simulation)

Pre- Algebra
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MATHEMATICS – Gr. 8

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary appropriately

Represents and solves
problems

- Uses variables to
represent quantities in a
real-world or
mathematical problem
- Reasons about and
solves one-variable
equations (Both one and
two step equations)

- Solves problems
involving angle measure
- Solves problems
involving area. (Triangles
and quadrilaterals)

Understands and uses
computational skills
and strategies

- Computes fluently with
decimal numbers
(Add, subtract, multiply
and divide)
- Computes fluently with
fractions and mixed
numbers (Add, subtract,
multiply and divide)

- Converts numbers
between forms as
appropriate (Fractions,
decimals, and percents)

- Solves real-world and
mathematical problems
involving the four
operations with rational
numbers
- Reasons about and
solves one-variable
equations and
inequalities (Including
integers)
- Knows and applies
appropriate formulas to
find volume and surface
area of two- and threedimensional objects

Represents, analyzes
and interprets data

- Finds the mean,
median, mode and range
for a set of data
- Determines if the
mean, median or mode
best summarizes a set of
data

- Analyzes and represents
proportional
relationships between
quantities (Use of tables)

The Student:
Explains and writes
mathematically with
precision

Pre-Algebra
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- Develops, uses, and
evaluates probability
models

2.

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is
supported with detail
(examples, models,
etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary
appropriately

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is supported
with detail (examples,
models, etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary
appropriately

- States ideas/
generalizations that are
well developed
- Reasoning is
supported with detail
(examples, models,
etc.)
- Uses mathematical
vocabulary
appropriately

Represents and solves
problems

- Writes arithmetic and
geometric sequences
with an explicit formula
(Unit 1) (F.BF.2)

- Interpret the
parameters in a linear
function in terms of a
context
(Unit 4) (F.LE.5)

- Create equations and
inequalities (in oneand-two-variables) and
use them to solve
problems (Unit 8)
(A.CED.1) (A.CED.2)

Understands and uses
computational skills
and strategies

- Accurately solves
linear equations and
inequalities (A.REI.3),
explaining each step of
the process
(Unit 2) (A.REI.1)

- Calculate and interpret
the average rate of
change of a function
over a specified interval
(Unit 4) (F.IF.6)

- Rewrite expressions
involving radicals and
rational exponents
using the properties of
exponents
(Unit 7) (N.RN.2)

Represents, analyzes
and interprets data

- Graphs equations on
coordinate axes with
labels and scales
(Unit 3) (A.CED.2)
- Understands that the
graph is the set of all its
solutions plotted on
the coordinate plane
(Unit 3) (A.REI.10)

- Use statistics
appropriate to the
shape of the data
distribution to compare
center (median, mean)
and spread
(interquartile range,
standard deviation) of
two or more different
data sets
(Unit 5) (S.ID.2)

- Solve systems of
linear equations exactly
and approximately,
focusing on pairs of
linear equations in two
variables
(Unit 6) (A.REI.6)

MATHEMATICS – GR.8
The student:
Explains and writes
mathematically with
precision

Algebra I
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SCIENCE – GR.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Demonstrates
understanding
of key concepts
and content
knowledge

- Describe the basic
structures of an animal cell,
including nucleus,
cytoplasm, mitochondria
and cell membrane, and
how they function to
support life
- Describe the structures of
the human digestive,
respiratory, and circulatory
systems, and explain how
they function to bring
oxygen and nutrients to the
cells and expel waste
materials
- Explain how the human
musco-skeletal system
supports the body and
allows movement

- Describe how freezing,
dehydration, pickling and
irradiation prevent food
spoilage caused by microbes
- Describe how folded and
faulted rock layers provide
evidence of the gradual up and
down motion of the Earth’s
crust
- Explain how glaciations,
weathering and erosion create
and shape valleys and
floodplains
- Explain how the boundaries
of tectonic plates can be
inferred from the location of
earthquakes and volcanoes

- Explain the relationship
among force, distance and
work, and using the relationship
(W=FxD) to calculate work done
in lifting heavy objects
- Explain how simple machines,
such as inclined planes, pulleys
and levers, are used to create
mechanical advantage
- Describe how different types
of stored (potential) energy can
be used to make objects move

Researches and
reports
scientific
information

- Record data in a given data
table
- Interpret a graph
- With support use data to
confirm/reject hypothesis

- Select appropriate data table
- Select appropriate graph
- Independently use data to
confirm/reject hypothesis

- Independently create simple
and accurate date table with IV
and DV
- Independently create simple
and accurate graph
- Compare accurate and pricing
data

- With support informational
summarized text

- With Limited support provide
accurate summary of
informational text

- Independently provide an
accurate summary of
informational text

- Identify independent and
dependent variables
- Create a testable question
- Write a correctly formatted
hypothesis

- Develop experimental
procedures with clear
constants

- Design experimental
procedures that are complete
and replicable

The Student:

Designs and
critiques
scientific
investigations
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SCIENCE – GR.8

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Demonstrates
understanding
of concepts and
content
knowledge

- Calculate the average
speed of a moving object
and illustrate the motion of
objects in graphs of
distance over time
- Describe the qualitative
relationship among force,
mass and changes in
motion
- Describe the force acting
on an object moving in a
circular path

- Explain the effect of gravity
on the orbital movement of
planets in the solar system
- Explain how the regular
motion and relative positions
of the sun, Earth and moon
affect the seasons, phases of
the moon and eclipses

- Explain the similarities and
differences in cell division in
somatic and germ cells
- Describe how genetic
information is organized in
genes on chromosomes, and
explain sex determination in
humans
- Answer a self-generated
question, generating
additional, related, focused
questions that allow for
multiple avenues of
exploration during a
sustained research project

Researches and
reports scientific
information

- Use data to
describe/explain the
relationship between
variables
- Assess accuracy and
precision of data

- Accurately interpret data
collected to confirm or reject
a claim

- Connect data within and
among experiences
- Apply connections to new
problems/situations

- Draw evidence from
informational text to
support analysis

- Draw evidence from
informational text to support
analysis and reflection

- Draw evidence from
informational text to
support analysis, reflection
and research

- Identify possible
experimental errors

- Distinguish between
justifiable and unjustifiable
experimental errors

- Identify errors that are
fixable, and determine
experimental reliability

The Student:

Designs and
critiques
scientific
investigations
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SOCIAL STUDIES – GR.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

- Provides accurate
information about Latin
American region and
culture
- Analyzes facts to draw an
opinion about a topic or
issue
Comprehending–
determine the meaning of
words and phrases as they
are used in a text including
vocabulary specific to
social studies
Organizing–paraphrases
information from text
rather than copying
information word for word
Analyzing – recognizes and
understands the
differences between
primary and secondary
sources
- Distinguish between fact
and opinion
Introducing –
acknowledges the topic
before giving supporting
examples
Supporting – uses factual
examples

- Provides accurate
information about the African
continent and cultures
- Analyzes facts to draw an
opinion about a topic or issue

- Provides accurate
information about the
Middle Eastern region and
cultures
- Analyzes facts to draw an
opinion about a topic or
issue
ComprehendingDetermine a theme(s) or
central idea(s) of a text

Analyzing – explains
evidence to audience

Analyzing – provides a
detailed and insightful
explanation of evidence that
relates back to the claim

Formatting – organizes
work into paragraphs or
sections

Formatting – organizes work
into logical paragraphs or
sections

Styling – begins to
understand the difference
between academic and
casual tone
Concluding – reaches a
viewpoint or opinion

Styling – selects appropriate
tone based on audience

The Student:

Demonstrates an
informed historical
opinion

Thinks critically when
interpreting primary
and secondary sources

Effectively
communicates to others
in various formats

Comprehending – Cite several
pieces of textual evidence to
support analysis of what the
text says

Organizing– uses a variety of
specific strategies to organize
information
Analyzing–compare
information from multiple
sources that present
information on the same
topic

Organizing - chooses or
develops a strategy to
organize text information
that best fits the task
Analyzing – compare
information from multiple
perspective that present
information on the same
topic

Introducing – work has a
clear, confident claim

Introducing – work has a
clear, confident claim

Supporting – uses relevant
factual examples

Supporting – uses a variety
of relevant factual
examples including
quotations and statistics
where appropriate
Analyzing – acknowledges
an opposite perspective
where appropriate

Concluding – reaches a
viewpoint or opinion based
logically on examples given
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Formatting – uses
appropriate and varied
transitions to link ideas
and paragraphs
- All work includes a MLA
work cited list
Styling – selects
appropriate tone based on
audience
Concluding - conclusion
has a greater meaning that
is significant to the
audience

SOCIAL STUDIES – GR.8

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3
- Provides accurate
information about the
growth and development of
th
our nation during the 19
century
- Analyzes facts to draw an
opinion about a topic or
issue
Comprehending Determine a theme or
central idea of a text and
analyze its development
over the course of the text

The Student:
Demonstrates an
informed historical
opinion

- Provides accurate
information about the
American political system
- Analyzes facts to draw an
opinion about a topic or
issue

- Provides accurate information
about challenges facing the
early American Nation
- Analyzes facts to draw an
opinion about a topic or issue

Thinks critically when
interpreting primary and
secondary sources

Comprehending Provide an objective
summary of the text

Comprehending–
Cite the textual evidence that
most strongly supports an
analysis of what the text says
explicitly

Organizing – recognizes
opportunities to quote
directly or paraphrase text
while recording information
Analyzing – recognizes and
understands the different
uses for primary and
secondary sources and how
one relates to the other

Organizing – information
recorded from text reflects
thoughts, opinion or reaction
to the topic
Analyzing – distinguishes when
a source is invalid or biased

Organizing – revises and
adds to recorded
information as new learning
occurs
Analyzing – explains or
identifies how perspective
can influence the bias of a
text

Introducing – work has a
clear, confident, and
concise claim
Supporting – uses a variety
of relevant factual examples
including quotations and
statistics where appropriate
that come from both
primary and secondary
sources
Analyzing – acknowledges
and disputes an opposite
perspective where
appropriate

Introducing– work piques the
audience’s interest

Introducing – work piques
the audience’s interest in a
unique or exciting way
Supporting – evidence
selected represents the
best available from a variety
of sources. Weaker or
invalid evidence is omitted
intentionally

Analyzing-draws logical
conclusions/inferences from
evidence that makes
claim/reasoning stronger

Analyzing – acknowledges
and disputes the validity of
the opposite perspective
where appropriate

Formatting – uses
appropriate and interesting
transitions to link ideas and
paragraphs

Formatting– experiments with
a variety of formats and
paragraph order to elevate the
sophistication of work

Formatting – uses a variety
of formats and paragraph
order to elevate the
sophistication of work
In text citations are used
correctly when
appropriately

Styling – selects appropriate
tone based on audience

Styling –work creates a specific
mood based on word choice to
elevate the sophistication of
work

Styling - work creates a
specific mood based on
word choice to elevate the
sophistication of work

Concluding - conclusion has
a greater meaning that is
significant to the audience

Concluding - conclusion
motivates audience to take
action, think critically or
change viewpoint

Concluding - conclusion
motivates audience to take
action, think critically or
change viewpoint

Effectively communicates
to others in various
formats

Supporting–students create or
use text features such as
graphs, charts, images that
support the claim
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WORLD LANGUAGE GR.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Understands/ interprets
spoken/ written language

- Understands most of
what the writer is trying
to communicate on
limited topics aided by
cognates and visuals
- Understands most of
what the speaker is trying
to communicate on
limited topics

- Understands most of what
the writer is trying to
communicate on limited
topics aided by cognates,
visuals and context cues
- Understands most of what
the speaker is trying to
communicate on limited
topics

- Understands most of what
the writer is trying to
communicate on a few
topics aided by cognates,
visuals, familiar words and
context cues
- Understands most of what
the speaker is trying to
communicate on a few
topics

Effectively communicates
through speaking

- Uses the appropriate
vocabulary necessary to
communicate and
respond
- Uses language correctly,
including grammar and
word order
- Has few problems with
pronunciation of familiar
words
- Speaks with accuracy in
limited settings/scenarios

- Uses the appropriate
vocabulary and structures
necessary to communicate
and respond
- Uses language correctly,
including grammar and
word order
- Has few problems with
hesitation and
pronunciation
- Speaks with complexity
and accuracy in limited
settings/scenarios

- Uses the appropriate
vocabulary and structures
necessary to communicate
and respond
- Uses language correctly,
including grammar and
word order
- Has few problems with
hesitation, pronunciation,
and intonation
- Speaks with complexity
and accuracy in a few
settings/scenarios

Effectively communicates
through the writing process

- Uses the appropriate
spelling, accents,
vocabulary and phrases
for the topic
- Uses grammar, word
order, and punctuation
correctly
- Reader can understand
most of what the writer is
trying to communicate
- Writes with accuracy in
limited settings/scenarios

- Uses the appropriate
spelling, accents,
vocabulary and phrases for
the topic
- Uses grammar, word
order, and punctuation
correctly
- Uses transitions to
connect ideas; sentences
are generally organized,
logical, and clear
- Reader can understand
most of what the writer is
trying to communicate
- Writes with complexity
and accuracy in limited
settings/scenarios

- Uses the appropriate
spelling, accents,
vocabulary and phrases for
the topic
- Uses grammar, word
order, and punctuation
correctly
- Uses transitions to
connect ideas; sentences
are generally organized,
logical, and clear
- Reader can understand
most of what the writer is
trying to communicate
- Writes with complexity
and accuracy in a few
settings/scenarios

Understands multicultural
aspects of the language

- Demonstrates an
understanding of the
practices, products
and/or perspectives of
the cultures studied

- Demonstrates an
understanding of the
practices, products and/or
perspectives of the cultures
studied

- Demonstrates an
understanding of the
practices, products and/or
perspectives of the cultures
studied

The Student:
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WORLD LANGUAGE – GR.8

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

- Understands most of what
the writer is trying to
communicate on several
topics aided by cognates,
visuals, familiar words and
context cues
- Understands most of what
the speaker is trying to
communicate on a several
topics

- Understands most of what
the writer is trying to
communicate on several
topics aided by context cues
and familiar words/ phrases
- Understands most of what
the speaker is trying to
communicate on a several
topics

- Understands most of
what the writer is trying
to communicate on
multiple topics aided
context cues and familiar
words/ phrases
Understands most of
what the speaker is trying
to communicate on a
multiple topics

Effectively communicates
through speaking

- Uses the appropriate
vocabulary and structures
necessary to communicate
and respond
- Uses language correctly,
including grammar and
word order
- Has few problems with
hesitation, pronunciation,
and intonation
- Speaks with complexity
and accuracy in several
settings/ scenarios

- Uses the appropriate
vocabulary and structures
necessary to communicate
and respond
- Uses language correctly,
including grammar and
word order
- Demonstrates audience
awareness
- Has few problems with
hesitation, pronunciation,
and intonation
- Speaks with increasing
complexity and accuracy in
multiple settings/ scenarios

Effectively communicates
through the writing process

- Uses the appropriate
spelling, accents,
vocabulary and phrases for
the topic
- Uses grammar, word
order, and punctuation
correctly
- Uses transitions to
connect ideas; sentences
are generally organized,
logical, and clear
- Reader can understand
most of what the writer is
trying to communicate
- Writes with complexity
and accuracy in several
settings/ scenarios

- Uses the appropriate
spelling, accents,
vocabulary and phrases for
the topic
- Uses grammar, word
order, and punctuation
correctly
- Uses transitions to
connect ideas; sentences
are generally organized,
logical, and clear
- Reader can understand
most of what the writer is
trying to communicate
- Writes with complexity
and accuracy in several
settings/ scenarios

- Uses the appropriate
vocabulary and structures
necessary to
communicate and
respond
- Uses language correctly,
including grammar and
word order
- Demonstrates audience
awareness
- Has few problems with
hesitation, pronunciation,
and intonation
- Speaks with complexity
and accuracy in multiple
settings/ scenarios and
time
- Uses the appropriate
spelling, accents,
vocabulary and phrases
for the topic
- Uses grammar, word
order, and punctuation
correctly
- Uses transitions to
connect ideas; sentences
are generally organized,
logical, and clear
- Reader can understand
most of what the writer is
trying to communicate
- Writes with complexity
and accuracy in several
settings/ scenarios

Understands multicultural
aspects of the language

- Demonstrates an
understanding of the
practices, products and/or
perspectives of the cultures
studied

- Demonstrates an
understanding of the
practices, products and/or
perspectives of the cultures
studied

- Demonstrates an
understanding of the
practices, products
and/or perspectives of
the cultures studied

The Student:
Understands/ interprets
spoken/ written language
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BAND – GR.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Uses technical
skills to play
successfully

- Read and play correct notes
including a few accidentals, within
one octave
- Understand good posture: Sitting
up straight with both feet on the
floor
- Understands that playing too
loud will not produce good tone

- Read and play correct notes
including many accidentals within
one and a half octaves
- Play their instruments with good
posture and good hand position:
holding the instrument correctly
- Has some control over tone by
controlling the volume and
embouchure of their playing

Utilizes music
theory concepts in
performance

- Play the Bb concert major scales
with fluency and accuracy
- Can accurately play music in the
key of Bb concert
- Can play rhythms accurately in
4/4 time including whole, half,
quarter, and eighth notes and
rests

- Read and play correct notes
including a few accidentals within
one and a half octaves
- Play with good posture: sitting
up straight with both feet on the
floor
- Has some control over tone by
controlling the volume of their
playing, understands the basic
concept of embouchure
- Play the Bb, Eb and, F concert
major scales with fluency and
accuracy
- Can accurately play music in the
keys of Bb and Eb concert
- Can play rhythms accurately in
4/4 and 3/4 time including whole,
half, dotted half, quarter, dotted
quarter, and eighth notes and
rests

Takes
responsibility as a
member of the
ensemble

- Watches the conductor and can
stop when the conductor stops
- Student is focused on rehearsal
and is ready to play when asked
- Can identify when a section is out
of tune
- Understands that the melody
should be the loudest part within
the group

- Can stop and can successfully
enter and exit a fermata with the
conductor
- Student is focused on rehearsal
and uses the small chunks of
independent time effectively
- Can identify when a section is
out of tune and can fix it with
guidance
- Can identify and adjust to the
melody with guidance

- Can stop, successfully enter and exit
a fermata, and can successfully
navigate a tempo change with the
conductor
- Student is focused on rehearsal,
uses independent time effectively,
writes the conductor’s suggestions
on the music independently
- Can identify when a section or an
individual is out of tune and can fix it
when given guidance
- Can identify a melody and
countermelody and adjust volume
accordingly with some guidance.

Performs music
within its
compositional
context

- Can play forte and piano sections
with contrast
- Can play with either a staccato or
a legato style accurately as
appropriate to the piece of music
- After class discussion, can
understand what the composer of
a piece had for inspiration (a
Christmas carol, a mood, an image,
etc.)

- Can play forte and piano
sections with contrast and can
play crescendos and
decrescendos accurately
- Can play staccato and legato
accurately and can switch
between the two within a piece
of music
- After class discussion, can
understand and demonstrate the
composer’s intended style
(swing, gently, with separation,
etc.)

- Can play forte, piano, mezzo forte,
and mezzo piano sections with
contrast, and can play crescendos
and decrescendos accurately
- Can play staccato and legato
accurately and can switch between
the two within a piece of music, and
can play accented notes
- After class discussion, can
understand and demonstrate the
intended style and can describe the
characteristics of a march

The Student:
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- Play the Bb, Eb, F, and Ab concert
major scales with fluency and
accuracy
- Can accurately play music in the
keys of Bb, F and Eb concert
- Can play rhythms accurately in 4/4,
3/4, and 2/2 time including whole,
half, dotted half, quarter, dotted
quarter, and eighth notes and rests

BAND – GR.8

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Uses technical
skills to play
successfully

- Read and play correct notes
including many accidentals, within
two octaves
- Play their instruments with proper
posture, and understand why good
hand position t is important
- Can control tone effectively by
controlling the amount of air they
are using, displays good
embouchure

- Read and play correct notes
including all accidentals and
enharmonic notes, within two
octaves
- Play their instruments with proper
posture and displays improvement
in hand position
- Can control tone both by
controlling airflow and by adjusting
the embouchure

- Read and play correct notes including all
accidentals and enharmonic notes, and
know alternate fingerings as applicable, in
at least two octaves
- Play their instruments with exemplary
posture and hand position
- Produces characteristic tone
independently

Utilizes music
theory
concepts in
performance

- Play the Bb, Eb, F, and Ab concert
major scales and a one octave
chromatic scale with fluency and
accuracy
- Can accurately play music in the
keys of Bb, F, Eb, and Ab concert
- Can play rhythms accurately in 4/4,
3/4, and 2/2 time including whole,
half, dotted half, quarter, dotted
quarter, eighth, and sixteenth notes
and rests

- Play the Bb, Eb, F, Ab, and C
concert major scales and a one
octave chromatic scale with fluency
and accuracy
- Can accurately play music in the
keys of Bb, F, Eb, Ab, and C concert
- Can play rhythms accurately in
4/4, 3/4, and 2/2 time including
whole, half, dotted half, quarter,
dotted quarter, eighth, dotted
eighth, and sixteenth notes and
rests

- Play the Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, F, C, and G
concert major scales a one octave
chromatic scale with fluency and accuracy
- Can accurately play music in the keys of
Bb, F, Eb, Ab, C, and G concert
- Can play rhythms accurately in 4/4, 3/4,
and 2/2 time including whole, half, dotted
half, quarter, dotted quarter, eighth,
dotted eighth, and sixteenth notes and
rests, and understands and can play
quarter, eighth, and dotted eighth notes in
compound time

Takes
responsibility
as a member
of the
ensemble

- Can stop, successfully enter and
exit a fermata, and can successfully
navigate tempo changes including
accelerandos and ritardandos in
addition to sudden tempo changes
with the conductor
- Student is focused on rehearsal,
uses independent time effectively,
writes conductor suggestions on the
music without being asked to, and
follows his or her own music when
the conductor is working with other
students
- Can identify when a section or an
individual is out of tune and can fix
it with minimal guidance
- Can identify melody,
countermelody and supporting parts
with minimal support, and can
adjust to their roles with guidance

- Can stop, successfully enter and
exit a fermata, can successfully
navigate tempo changes including
accelerandos and ritardandos in
addition to sudden tempo changes,
and can play dynamics based on
conducting gestures
- Student is focused on rehearsal,
uses independent time effectively,
writes conductor suggestions on
the music without being asked to,
and pays attention to what the
other sections of the band are
doing when the conductor is
working with other students
- Can identify when a section or an
individual is out of tune and can fix
it independently one section at a
time
- Can identify melody,
countermelody and supporting
parts independently, and can adjust
to their roles with minimal guidance

- Can stop, successfully enter and exit a
fermata, can successfully navigate tempo
changes including accelerandos and
ritardandos in addition to sudden tempo
changes, and can play dynamics and
articulations based on conducting gestures
- Student is focused on rehearsal, uses
independent time effectively, writes
conductor suggestions on the music
without being asked to, and pays attention
to what each section of the band is doing to
gain full understanding of how the group
works together
- Can identify when a section or an
individual is out of tune and can fix it
independently with the entire group
- Can identify melody, countermelody and
supporting parts and can adjust to their
roles independently

Performs
music within
its
compositional
context

- Can play forte, piano, mezzo forte,
mezzo piano, fortissimo, and
pianissimo sections with contrast,
and can play crescendos and
decrescendos accurately
- Can play staccato and legato
accurately within a piece of music,
and can play accented notes without
sacrificing tone
- After class discussion, can
understand and demonstrate the
intended style, can describe the
characteristics of a march, and can
interpret a composer’s intended
style based on markings in the music

- Can play forte, piano, mezzo forte,
mezzo piano, fortissimo, and
pianissimo sections with contrast,
and can play crescendos,
decrescendos, and sforzandos
accurately
- Can play staccato and legato
accurately within a piece of music,
and can play accented and marcato
notes without sacrificing tone
- After class discussion, can
understand and demonstrate the
intended style, can describe a
march, and can interpret and
perform in a composer’s intended
style based on markings in the
music and background of the piece

- Can play forte, piano, mezzo forte, mezzo
piano, fortissimo, and pianissimo sections
with distinct contrast even on a subtle
change, and can play crescendos,
decrescendos, and sforzandos accurately
- Can play all articulation markings
independently and with consideration of
how they affect the piece of music
- Can independently interpret and
demonstrate the composer’s intended style
based on markings in the music and the
background of the piece. Some styles
include swing, waltzes, and marches

The Student:
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CHORUS - GR.7

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

The Student:
Technique:
Sings with proper
tone and technique

- Student will learn that
posture, breath support,
appropriate vowel placement
and clear and consistent
diction have a direct
correlation to how he/she
sounds individually and as a
member of an ensemble

- Student will begin to develop
the habits of appropriate
posture and breath support
while starting to sing with tall
vowels and emphasized
consonants

- Student will sing with
appropriate posture, breath
support, vowel placement and
clear diction on a more
consistent basis

Theory:
Accur ately decode s
and sings the music

- Student will sing a major
scale, ascending and
descending, accurately on
solfege
- Student will begin to learn the
various stylistic markings used
in the music

- Student will begin to decode
simple rhythms on do, re, and
mi
- Student will learn to
incorporate the stylistic
markings into their singing

- Student will decode simple
rhythms on do, re, mi, sol, and
la
- Student will perform the
music with increasing
musicality

Ensemble Skills:
Listens and blends
with others

- Student will learn the
importance of balance, blend,
intonation, cohesion in
creating an ensemble sound
- Student will learn to listen to
how their part fits in the
ensemble

- Student will listen and adjust
their singing to balance with
other voices
- Student will begin to match
pitch more consistently
- Student will sing with the
same dynamics, articulation,
and expression as others in
the ensemble to begin to
create a more cohesive sound
- Student will sing with an
understanding of how their
individual part fits into the
whole

- Student will perform the
music with appropriate
balance, blend, intonation and
cohesion

Musicianship:
Sings with meaning
and expression

- Student will learn that music
is sung differently depending
on genre and time period

- Student will begin to sing the
expressive elements in the
music following the
conductor’s directions and
gestures

- Student will perform the
music expressively and in a
manner appropriate for the
genre and time period
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CHORUS - GR.8

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

The Student:
Technique:
Sings with proper
tone and
technique

- Student will review
posture, breath support, appropriate
vowel placement and clear and
consistent diction knowing it has a
direct correlation to how he/she
sounds individually and as a member
of an ensemble

- Student will begin to
demonstrate the habits
of appropriate posture
and breath support
while singing with more
consistent tall vowels
and emphasized
consonants

- Student will sing with
appropriate posture,
breath support, vowel
placement and clear
diction on a consistent
basis

Theory:
Accur ately
decodes and
sings the music

- Student will sing a major scale,
ascending and descending, accurately
on solfege
- Students will review the various
stylistic markings used in the music

- Student will begin to
decode simple rhythms
on do, re, mi, sol, la
- Students will begin to
incorporate the stylistic
markings into their
singing

- Student will decode
simple rhythms on do,
re, mi, fa, sol, la
- Students will perform
the music with
appropriate musicality

Ensemble Skills:
Listens and
blends with
others

- Student will learn the importance of
balance, blend, intonation, cohesion
in an ensemble
- Student will learn to listen to how
his/her part fits in the ensemble

- Student will listen and
adjust their singing to
balance with other
voices
- Student will match
pitch more consistently
- Student will sing with
the same dynamics,
articulation, and
expression as others in
the ensemble to create a
more cohesive sound
- Student will sing with
an understanding of
how his/her individual
part fits into the whole

- Student will perform
the music with
appropriate balance,
blend, intonation and
cohesion

Musicianship:
Sings with
meaning and
expression

- Student will learn that music is sung
differently depending on genr e and
time period

- Student will sing the
expressive elements in
the music following the
conductor’s directions
and gestures

- Student will perform
the music expressively
and in a manner
appropriate for the
genre and time period
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COMPUTER – GR.7
The Student:
Will produce quality
documents using a
variety of progr ams

Will demonstrate
proficiency in
keyboarding

COMPUTER – GR.8
The Student:
Will produce quality
documents using a
variety of progr ams

Will demonstrate
proficiency in
keyboarding

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

- Save, retrieve files
- Upload to drop box
- Simple formatting in Word
- Enter data in Excel

- Save, retrieve files
- Upload to drop box
- Simple formatting in Word
- Make an effec tive
Presentation

- Save, retrieve files
- Upload to drop box
- Simple formatting in Word
- Make an effec tive
Presentation
- Use the internet safely and
effec tively

- Students will keyboard 12
letters without looking and
with proper hand/finger
placement at 10 WPM

- Students will keyboard all
letters without looking and
with proper hand/finger
placement at 15 WPM

- Students will keyboard all
letters without looking and
with proper hand/finger
placement at 20 wpm

Trimester 1

Trimester 2

Trimester 3

- Save, retrieve and upload
to dropbox
- Advanced formatting in
Word
- Make an effec tive
Presentation
- Use the internet safely and
effec tively
- Begin Game Design

- Save, retrieve and upload
to dropbox
- Advanced formatting in
Word
- Make an effec tive
Presentation
- Use the internet safely and
effec tively
- Use global feedback to
make excellent games

- Save, retrieve and upload to
dropbox
- Advanced formatting in Word
- Make an effec tive
Presentation
- Use the internet safely and
effec tively
- Compare and Contrast
different game design
platforms

- Students will keyboard
letters and numbers with
proper hand/finger
placement at 20 WPM

- Students will keyboard
letters and numbers with
proper hand/finger
placement at 30 WPM

- Students will keyboard letters
and numbers with proper
hand/finger placement at 40
WPM
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION GR.7 & 8
The Student:
Demonstrates competency in motor
skills and movement patterns

Understands essential movement
concepts, strategies and tactics

HEALTH GR.7 & 8
The Student:
Understands key concepts of health
promotion and reducing risks

Has the ability to use health related
skills to enhance personal health

Expectations
- Demonstrates developmentally mature form of
fundamental movement patterns in closed and open
environments
- Demonstrates mature applications of combining
locomotor, nonlocomotor and manipulative skills to
participate in developmentally appropriate movement
and fitness activities

- Demonstrates knowledge of rules, safety, practices
and procedures as they apply to an increasing range of
movement situations
- Demonstrates an understanding of what the body
does, where the body moves, and how the body
performs in increasingly more complex environments

Expectations
- Demonstrates an understanding of the human body,
and the prevention of diseases and other health
problems
- Demonstrates an understanding of key concepts that
supply the foundation of healthy and balanced living
- Demonstrates a comprehension of current health
information and concepts

- Students will develop skills needed to live a healthy
and balanced lifestyle
- Demonstrates an understanding of how to live actively
and fully in a state of personal, interpersonal and
environmental well-being
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ACADEMIC LITERACY

Quarterly Expectations Gr.7

Quarterly Expectations Gr.8

The Student:
Analyzes texts and draws logical
conclusions

- Identify important evidence with
multiple texts
- Classify evidence and draw
conclusions from that evidence
- Integrate conclusions in order to
establish a clear, defensible claim
- Formulate counterclaim

- Identify important evidence with
multiple texts
- Classify evidence and draw
conclusions from that evidence
- Integrate conclusions in order to
establish a clear, defensible claim
-Formulate counterclaim

Writes arguments to support claims
with clear reasoning and evidence

- Defend claim with reasons drawn
from text based evidence
- Evaluate and refute counterclaim
- Create common ground with
opposition
- Provide strong evidence and
analysis of its importance
- Revise and edit formal essay

- Defend claim with reasons drawn
from text based evidence
- Evaluate and refute counterclaim
- Create common ground with
opposition
- Provide strong evidence and
analysis of its importance
- Revise and edit formal essay

Quarterly Expectations at End of 10 Weeks
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ART

Quarterly Expectations Grade 7

Quarterly Expectations Grade 8

Understands,
selects, and
applies media,
techniques, and
processes

- Use of graphite for shading, pastel
for color mixing and shading to
transform 2-d shapes into 3-d forms
and increase contrast
- Creating 3-d works with ceramics
- Using proper techniques for
materials and reducing wastage

- Use of graphite for shading, pastel
for color mixing and shading to
transform 2-d shapes into 3-d forms
and increase contrast
- Creating 3-d works with ceramics
- Using proper techniques for
materials and reducing wastage

Understands
and uses art
elements and
principles of
design

- Use of lines, shapes, forms (3d),
texture, contrast, and color
Repetition, balance, harmony, depth
and space
-Repeat and balance colors, shapes,
textures etc.

- Use of lines, shapes, forms (3d),
texture, contrast, and color
- Repetition, balance, harmony, depth
and space
- Repeat and balance colors, shapes,
textures etc.

Will reflect
upon, describe,
analyze and
evaluate their
work and
others

- Incorporating art vocabulary such as
repletion, balance, contrast in creating
AND evaluating art work
- Using Art I introductory criteria
students will expand individual
assessments as projects become more
complex in Art II

- Incorporating art vocabulary such as
repletion, balance, contrast in creating
AND evaluating art work
- Using Art I introductory criteria
students will expand individual
assessments as projects become more
complex in Art II

The Student:

Quarterly Expectations at End of 10 Weeks
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MUSIC

Quarterly Expectations Grade 7

Quarterly Expectations Grade 8

Creates:
Understands
essentials
composition
concepts

- Create interesting and playable
rhythms
- Create a short phrase with a variety
of pitch movement and shapes
- Create an interesting musical phrase
to begin a 16 measure melody
- Create contrasting measures
- Create a Pattern

- Create new or modify existing music
that includes interesting and playable
rhythms
- Create a short phrase with a variety
of pitch movement and shapes or
embellish a simple melody
- Create an interesting musical phrase
to begin a 24 measure melody or
transpose a simple melody from Major
to minor
- Create contrasting measures or
modify a rhythm pattern to fit into a
different time signature
- Create a composition using
composing techniques such as
Pattern, Sequence, or Theme with
Variations

Performs:
Decodes music
to sing/play
independently

- Perform simple rhythms accurately
and independently
- Perform simple intervals on solfege
accurately and independently
- Perform a simple melodic phrase
independently on solfege with
accurate rhythm and pitch
- Perform a simple song as part of a
group with accurate rhythm and pitch

- Demonstrate good posture and hand
position while playing the guitar
- Play the song/phrase with the
correct notes and rhythms
- Play using the correct fingerings
- Play the guitar with good tone

Responds:
Describes,
analyzes, and
evaluates music

- Demonstrate an understanding of
the basic compositional elements of
music
- Describe specific music compositions
using the elements of music
- Analyze and compare specific music
compositions using the elements of
music
- Demonstrate an understanding of
the composer’s culture and inspiration
of each composition
- Evaluate the effectiveness of the
music in evoking an image or telling a
story

- Demonstrate knowledge of Blues and
Jazz terminology
- Demonstrate knowledge of Blues and
Jazz form
- Demonstrate knowledge history and
culture as it relates to Blues and Jazz
- Demonstrate an understanding of
how current Popular music relates to
the Blue Music

The Student:

Quarterly Expectations at End of 10 Weeks
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TECH ED

Quarterly Expectations Grade 7

Quarterly Expectations Grade 8

Employs critical
thinking skills
independently
and in teams to
solve problems

- Students will analyze the problem to
develop a creative solution
- Generates new and creative ideas to
solve the problem by brainstorming
possible solutions
- Identifies alternative solutions by
using a variety of problem-solving and
critical thinking skills

- Students will analyze the problem to
develop a creative solution
- Generates new and creative ideas to
solve the problem by brainstorming
possible solutions
- Identifies alternative solutions by
using a variety of problem-solving and
critical thinking skills

Follows all
personal and
classroom
safety rules
consistently

- Students will demonstrate an
understanding of and observes all tool
and machine safety rules
- Demonstrates an understanding of
all personal safety rules
- Wears safety glasses when
appropriate, no loose clothing, jewelry
or loose long hair

- Students will demonstrate an
understanding of and observes all tool
and machine safety rules
- Demonstrates an understanding of
all personal safety rules
- Wears safety glasses when
appropriate, no loose clothing, jewelry
or loose long hair

Identifies and
properly uses
hand, power,
and digital tools

- Student will identify, use and
maintain measuring and layout tools,
portable power tools, fastening tools,
hand tools and specialty machinery,
such as drill presses, scroll saws and
stationary sanders
- Students will utilize digital tools,
including computers, video equipment
and multiple types of software

- Student will identify, use and
maintain measuring and layout tools,
portable power tools, fastening tools,
hand tools and specialty machinery,
such as drill presses, scroll saws and
stationary sanders
- Students will utilize digital tools,
including computers, video equipment
and multiple types of software

The Student:

Quarterly Expectations at End of 10 Weeks
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EMS PRIDE EFFORT
Persistent
I try hard even when encountering obstacles
I am open to feedback and learn from my mistakes
When needed, I ask for re-do’s to improve my work

Respectful
I am honest and respect my peers and adults
I listen to others and hear what they say
I am an ally both in and out of the classroom

Independent
I follow classroom procedures without prompting
I think for myself and look to solve problems on my own
I ask for help when it is necessary

Disciplined
I come to class prepared to learn
I meet deadlines
I am focused, organized and do my best work

Enthusiastic
I actively participate in class (whole class and small group)
I often ask interesting, on topic questions
I encourage and help others to be their best
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